CHEMICAL

CHEMICAL COMPLIANCE – POISON CENTER NOTIFICATIONS
Every year, more than 600,000 calls are made to national poison centres across Europe following exposure to
a chemical product. Half of these calls are related to children. For many years now, companies must declare the
hazardous characteristics of products that they place on the EU market to each relevant national authority.
The European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) was recently appointed as the central body through which submissions can
be made for dissemination to the national poison centres. The following submission deadlines now apply:
• 1st Jan 2020 – Consumer Products
• 1st Jan 2021 – Professional Products
• 1st Jan 2024 – Industrial Products

OUR SERVICES
Planning: Determining obligations, building a submission and cost road-map, assessing how portfolios and
products are likely to change (as this will determine
the type of maintenance required) and deciding who
is best equipped to submit highly sensitive formulation
information
Data Transfer: The relevant information may already
exist in a consolidated location, for example, SDS
authoring software, but evaluation and gap assessment will optimise the initial and ongoing data transfer
process
UFI and File Preparation: A 16-digit alphanumeric
unique formulation identifier (UFI) is required for
submission and product packaging
Data Processing: Extensive reporting obligations may
be reduced by grouping products, further applying
submission rules protects formulation data
Submission: Submitting data via the single ECHA
portal for the countries selected
Financial Administration: Managing all invoices
transparently and seamlessly

• Landbell Group has built a compliance platform,
element1™, to manage this program
• Landbell Group’s team of chemists, toxicologists and
safety data sheet professionals will lead and execute
this program with clients, along with Landbell Group’s
dedicated data processing team

PROCEDURES
• Assessing clients’ obligations and planning
their program
• Data management
• Mapping technical and financial workflows

CUSTOMER BENEFITS
• Continued access to EU markets
• Reduced burden for importers
• Sensitive management of commercially
important data
• A sustainable program which can be
leveraged into other aspects of clients’
businesses
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Maintenance: Product and composition changes
must be submitted which requires a carefully managed
maintenance program

OUR EXPERTISE
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Landbell Group is an international supplier of service
and consulting solutions for environmental and chemical
compliance. With 25,000 customers in over 34 countries,
we are present on four continents and employ over 270
people worldwide. Our aim is to reduce the complexity
of extended producer responsibility legislation, as well as
other product- and packaging-related requirements for
producers and distributors. In everything we do, we seek
to provide our customers with the most competitive solutions in terms of service quality, compliance and cost.

SIMPLIFYING
Our expertise and experience strip away complexity.
We provide comprehensive and customer-focused
solutions so our clients can focus on their core business.

At Landbell Group, we prepare our clients for the uncertainties ahead. We help them unlock the value of the
circular economy and strive to be their best partner on
the journey to a more sustainable future. We do this by:

THINKING AHEAD
Our approach is innovative and entrepreneurial. With our
pioneering heritage, we do not shy away from innovation
and seek to challenge the status quo to drive change.

BEING HOLISTIC
Our strong brands and comprehensive services combine
to build integrated solutions. We think globally and act
locally to build integrated solutions that tackle challenges effectively.

Landbell Group offers products and services in four key areas: take-back, chemical compliance, consulting services and
software. We provide our customers with the widest range of solutions, so that they can focus on their core business
and make the most of their resources.

TAKE-BACK:

CONSULTING:

Our take-back solutions address the complex
product and packaging waste regulations
faced by manufacturers and distributors
internationally.

Our consulting services cover the
whole range of chemical and environmental
regulations, as well as other related legislation.
We support our clients’ strategic goals
by deriving the maximum value from
sustainable business models
linked to the circular economy.

Worldwide, Landbell Group operates
35 take-back schemes and offers reliable,
multinational services to all customers.

TAKE-BACKCONSULTING

CHEMICAL:

SOFTWARE:

CHEMICAL SOFTWARE

Our chemical regulatory solutions
support company compliance,
ensure market access and safeguard
competitive advantage.

Our software solutions reduce
the growing financial and environmental
demands on customers.
Efficient, secure and cost-effective,
these solutions drive process efficiencies
and factor in local regulations, language and
currency to develop future-proof platforms.
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